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Expanding on Phil Agre:

“[Computing] Technology at present is covert philosophy; 
the point is to make it openly philosophical.” 

Phil Agre, Computation and Human Experience (1997)

More explicitly:

[Computing] Technology at present is covert semiotics; 
the point is to make it openly semiotic. 
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Key Points in Peirce’s Works Relevant to the Foundations of Computing 
and Digital Information Theory (including unpublished papers)
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Prior work and multidisciplinary convergence
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http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/~goguen/papers/sm/vzln.html
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.langcom.2013.01.002


Extending Peirce’s triadic model of semiosis with recent cognitive science
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…

1)  Morse to Peirce, Shannon, and Turing:
Signs, Code, and Mathematical-Physical Homologies for Electronic Representations

…
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“Intelligence”: 
19th-century usage for communicable information, 
intentional meanings; expressible in “a system of signs.”
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Samuel Morse, A Life in Code
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C. S. Peirce’s model of semiosis in “Logic as Semeiotic”: semiosic actions
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…
…

Peirce: Sign actions and interpretants in the path of electrical signals
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…

…

Peirce’s many discussions of “logic/reasoning machines” and scientific 
devices must be understood in his larger program of Logic as Semeiotic
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Indexical Functions and Combined Symbol Structures: 
structures at the foundations of computing theory & system design

…
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Peirce on the “strata” (layers) of signs and multiple interpretants:

Also foundational for the design of computational processes 
implemented in physical machines.
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…
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“I think you ought to return to the problem [of building 

your reasoning machine], especially as it is by no means 

hopeless to expect to make a machine for really very 

difficult mathematical problems. But you would have to 

proceed step by step. I think electricity would be the best 

thing to rely on.

Let A, B, C be three keys or other points where the circuit 

may be open or closed. As in Fig 1, there is a circuit only if 

all are closed; in Fig. 2. there is a circuit if any one is 

closed. This is like multiplication & addition in Logic.”

(Peirce, Letter to Allan Marquand, 1886, W 5.421-22)

C. S. Peirce:  Logic Machines and First Diagram of Boolean Electronic Logic Switches (Gates) (1886)
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Key Texts by Peirce on Logic/Reasoning Machines & Semiotic Foundations
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Next step: 
From Peirce to Shannon and Information Theory as Covert Semiotics
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“Information Theory” as Digital (Binary) Data Design in the Shannon model 
is an engineering solution to a semiotic problem: 
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Peirce and devices for automating reasoning:
Devices for Binary (Base-2) Computations and Logic Machines
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Peirce outlines an encryption scheme for telegraph code in binary form, 
and method for using prime numbers as “keys” -- 32 years before similar use in WWII
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…

Peirce: Quasi-Minds and Sign Mediation
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Indices and Indexical 
Functions Technically 
Mediated & Instantiated
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Computation: Distributing Indices in Memory Matrices for Digital Tokenization

In Peirce’s terms, sign-to-binary state 
correspondences require indices to 
physical substrate locations that 
represent homologies of values (1, 0) for 
structure-preserving re-tokenization.

A basic memory matrix diagram, 
scalable to n-implementations of units.
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Visualizing unobservable sign action and representations: 

the designed homologies for symbolized abstractions, digital token instances, and 
the logic of operations, relations and transformations over symbolic structures.
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Peirce: Homology of Form and Possibility of “Interactive” Programming, c. 1911.
Design of a “logic machine” is itself a semiotic act.

…
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…

Computing systems and digital media
(in design and implementation)

are part of the semiotic artefactual  continuum
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What are the consequences of a Peircean semiotic redescription
of computing systems and digital design?
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Consequences of recovering the semiotic foundations of computing for 
our current system of disciplines, knowledge domains, and education
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